Isotropic Periodic Sum Treatment of Long-Range Electrostatic Interactions in Combined Quantum Mechanical and Molecular Mechanical Calculations.
The isotropic periodic sum (IPS) method was extended to describe long-range electrostatic interactions in combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations. The resulting method, designated QM/MM-IPS, was tested for two ion association processes and a model SN2 reaction in aqueous solution. Potential of mean force (PMF) profiles and radial distribution functions computed from the QM/MM-IPS simulations were compared with those obtained by using the existing QM/MM-Ewald sum and cutoff (QM/MM-Cutoff) methods. In contrast to the QM/MM-Cutoff method, with which PMFs of ion separation tend to display a spurious linear drift, the QM/MM-IPS method successfully eliminates such artifacts, in excellent agreement with the QM/MM-Ewald results. The PMF obtained with the QM/MM-IPS method for the SN2 reaction that transfers an NH3 group between two chloride anions closely resembles that from the QM/MM-Ewald simulations. Compared with QM/MM-Ewald, the QM/MM-IPS method reduces the computational cost by 60-70% when a local region of 12 to 14 Å is used. These results suggest that the QM/MM-IPS method can be used as a reliable and efficient alternative to the QM/MM-Ewald method to incorporate long-range electrostatic effects in simulating solution-phase chemical reactions.